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Abstract—Grid applications need to move large amounts of
data between distributed resources within deterministic time
frames. In most cases it is possible to specify the volume and
the deadline in advance. We formally deﬁne and analyze a
mechanism of network reservations of bulk data transfer requests
having opportunistic utilization of residual network capacity and
analyze it using an M/M/1/N − RP S queue. We compare the
analytical results of our mechanism with the analytical results
obtained from an M/M/N/N queue, for the case in which
there is no opportunistic sharing of residual capacity. We validate
the analytical results through simulations in C++. The analytical
model is also validated against ns-2 simulations taking into
account network level details (IP and TCP protocols), showing
remarkably good coherence even under heavy loads. The model
is orders of magnitude faster than simulation, which enables its
application for capacity planning of Grid networks (also known
as network dimensioning), and to enforce Connection Admission
Control (CAC) under the practical hypothesis of a dominating
bottleneck on the transfer route.

part thereof), fully deterministic behavior can only be seen
if such reservations include the network. These reservations
have properties which make them somewhat different from
the classical per-ﬂow guarantees that have been demanded
for multimedia services — the service may not be used
immediately after its reservation and the ﬂows are elastic.
The need of having CAC for elastic trafﬁc has been
demonstrated in [6], [12] using PS models. Without getting
into complex details of packet level trafﬁc characteristics,
the PS models are mostly able to successfully capture the
elastic properties of trafﬁc generated by closed loop transport
protocols like TCP.
The paper addresses the need of network dimensioning for
bulk data transfers in Grid networks. Traditional dimensioning
for telephone circuits uses the Erlang blocking model for
multirate circuits [7]. These formulas assume constant rate
connections suitable for the traditional circuits. The dimensioning problem presented in the paper is just a piece of the
overall network design problem in a computer network. We
focus on a single link and assume that all of the connections
share the bottleneck link. Bandwidth dimensioning for elastic
trafﬁc in a single link’s case is studied in [8] to satisfy a
performance objective based on the mean probability of the
per-connection bandwidth in high-speed data networks. The
issue of dimensioning Internet access lines for elastic trafﬁc is
discussed in [9] using a M/G/R − P S model characterizing
TCP trafﬁc at ﬂow level. In our work, we take the deadline
constraint of Grid bulk data transfers into account.
Our contribution is that we have used the M/M/1/N −
RP S queue model to predict the blocking probability of bulk
data transfer requests and by applying the model we have
provided a useful basis for network dimensioning in Grid. In
Section II, we brieﬂy describe the related work. In Section III,
we formulate the problem. In Section IV, we present the
analytical solution of the single link. The performance evaluation, where we analyze the blocking probabilities, validate
the results through simulations and plan the network capacity
is shown in Section V. We conclude in Section VI.

Keywords: Grid, CAC, TCP, Modeling, PS (Processor
Sharing), Bulk data transfers, Network dimensioning.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Transporting large volumes of data in e-science has been
discussed in [1], [2]. The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) facility
at CERN [3] is expected to generate petabytes of experimental
data every year, for each experiment. In addition to the large
volume, as noted in [4], e-scientists routinely request schedulable high-bandwidth low-latency data transfers with known
characteristics. A new generation of user controlled optical
networks is being deployed to support e-science. In fact, end2-end lightpath management has already been put into practice
e.g., in the CA*net4 national research network [5].
Grid computing enables the virtualization of distributed
computing and data resources such as processing, storage capacity and network bandwidth to provide a user with a uniﬁed
view of the powerful computing system. It is therefore a major
effort in Grid computing to hide some of the complexity
from the programmers of Grid applications, which requires
mechanisms to be in place for automatically distributing parts
of applications — so-called schedulers, which work best if
the underlying system exhibits a deterministic behavior. This
can be attained by reserving resources such as CPUs and
memory on machines (Advance Reservation); the underlying
connection infrastructure being the Internet (or a speciﬁc
978-0-7695-3738-2/09 $25.00 © 2009 IEEE
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Since our work consists of modeling of elastic data transfers
in Grid networks, we describe the related work by accordingly
dividing it into the following sections.
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Deﬁnition 1: A network is represented by a connected
graph G(V, E), consisting of node set V and edge set E, with
edge capacity μ(e) : E → R+ −{0}, where R+ is the set of
nonnegative real numbers.
Deﬁnition 2: A path φ = (v0 , v1 , . . . vh ) is a ﬁnite sequence
of nodes, such that for 0 ≤ i < h, (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E.
Deﬁnition 3: A bulk-data transfer task r = (νr , ωr , Φr ) is
a triple, where νr is the volume of the dataset, ωr = [ηr , ψr ]
is the active window (from arrival time ηr to deadline ψr ),
|ωr | = ψr − ηr is the length of active window, and Φr =
|Φ |
{φ1r , φ2r , . . . , φr r } is the set of paths connecting source sr
and destination dr .
Deﬁnition 4: We evaluate the blocking probability BP as
the ratio of rejected requests to offered requests at any given
time t:



1
xr .
|R| −
BP =
|R|

A. Modeling of Elastic Trafﬁc
In [10], performance modeling of elastic trafﬁc is studied.
The authors model the fair sharing bottleneck with an M/G/1
processor sharing queue to approximate the mean throughput
achieved by TCP. The authors also demonstrate that ﬂow-level
statistical bandwidth sharing models can accurately predict the
results of ns packet-level simulations. The difference with our
approach is the deadline constraint which is taken into account
to calculate the blocking probability of requests sharing a
common bottleneck.
CAC for elastic trafﬁc and fairness issues are discussed by
J. Roberts and L. Massoulie in a number of publications, e.g.,
see [11], [12]. We extend the work by proposing a computational model to predict the deadline-constrained elastic
data transfers in Grids along with providing network capacity
planning by applying the model.

r∈R

B. Grid Network Reservations

The list of the symbols used in the problem formulation is
summarized in Table I.

QoS guarantees are required by Grid applications [13], [14].
The problem of network resource reservation [15] has been
proposed to be studied within the Grid scope targeting deadline
requirements of bulk data transfer requests. An example for a
Grid toolkit that supports such mechanisms is Globus with
its GARA resource allocation component [16]. For elastic
requests in [19], the method of [17] or [18] is used to adjust
the bandwidth or duration to satisfy the requester. However
for a ﬁxed request in [19], the only way to avoid being
rejected is to adjust the bandwidth of admitted malleable
requests. The trouble with this scheme is the extra overhead
in ﬁnding and adjusting the admitted reservations which may
be modiﬁed. The multi-interval scheme, presented in [20],
avoids this trouble. Rather than allocating a constant rate
to each request, the BDTS multi-interval approach allocates
a bandwidth proﬁle, deﬁned as a step function. The ofﬂine
scheme proposed in [20], which can be adapted for online
problem, ensures that a request will not be rejected if there is
at least one feasible solution to accept it.
A time-slot based approach for scheduling the elastic and
streaming requests is described in [21]. In this approach a
ﬂow sends at a ﬁxed rate during a time slot and hence does
not make use of unreserved bandwidth slots in that time slot.
In this approach, the ﬁxed rate can only be computed between
a low rate and a high rate speciﬁed by a request, however the
ﬂows in the approach described in [22] can opportunistically
utilize the available capacity.
In [26] periodic re-optimization is used to determine new
bandwidth allocation in optical networks. However, it is not
assumed that users make advance reservations with requested
end times. As a result, [26] does not have the admission
control step. In WDM optical networks, some authors [27],
[28] study advance reservation and re-routing of lightpaths at
the granularity of a wavelength, but they do not consider the
deadline constraint.

Table I
S UMMARY OF THE SYMBOLS USED IN PROBLEM FORMULATION
Symbol
r
νr
ηr
ψr
ωr = [ηr , ψr ]
|ωr | = ψr − ηr
sr
dr
Φr
M RRr
βΦr
R
Q(t)
σr
τr
Cr (t)
γr (t)
xr

Meaning
A reservation request
Volume of r
Arrival time of r
Deadline of r
Active window from ηr to ψr
Length of the active window
Source of r
Destination of r
Path from sr to dr
Minimum Required Rate of r obtained by dividing νr with |ωr |
Capacity of bottleneck link of path Φr
Set of submitted requests r in time interval T
Set of accepted requests r in time interval T
Scheduled start time of r
Finishing time of r
Residual capacity along Φr at time t
Effective rate of r at time t
xr = 1 if r is accepted and xr = 0 if it is not

Request r is accepted at time σr = t and added to set Q(t),
only if path Φr can devote a fraction of its capacity βΦr , that is,
νr
.
M RRr , to request r from time σr to time ψr = σr +
M RRr
It is straightforward to understand that a transfer is guaranteed to ﬁnish before its deadline if the transmitting rate never
goes below its lower limit which is M RRr . The capacity of
the path poses a limit on the number of scheduled requests.
The admission-control and request constraints are then stated
formally as the following:
M RRr ∗ (ψr − σr ) = νr , ∀r ∈ Q(t);
ηr ≤ σr , ∀r ∈ Q(t);

M RRr ≤ βΦr , ∀t;

(1)
(2)
(3)

r∈Q(t)

III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

Equation (1) gives the volume constraints, Equation (2) gives
the starting time constraints, and Equation (3) gives the path

Let us deﬁne:
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capacity constraints.

Deﬁnition 5: Cr (t) = βΦr −
r∈Q(t) M RRr . The
residual capacity along the path can be on any physical link
composing the path and may change in time when requests
ﬁnish earlier than their deadline.
In the bandwidth management proposal in [22], the accepted
requests opportunistically grab more bandwidth during execution by dividing Cr equally among the requests. The effective
rate γr (t) will then be in the interval of [M RRr , βΦr ] for all
t in [σr , ψr ]. This means that an accepted request r can grab
more bandwidth if available, thus the actual ﬁnishing time of
a request r will be τr ≤ ψr . When request r is ﬁnished it is
removed from Q(t) the set of active accepted requests.
The resource-sharing and request constraints are then stated
formally as follows:
 τr
γr (t)dt = νr , ∀r ∈ Q(t);
(4)

Flow 3 : MRR 3 = 3, g 3 = 4.33

b F r = 10

Flow 1 : MRR 1 = 1, g 1 = 2.33
(a)

Flow 3 : MRR 3 = 3, g 3 = 5.50

bFr = 10
Flow 2 : MRR 2 = 2, g 2 = 4.50
(b)

Figure 1. Rates allocation to the ﬂows: (a) Before the termination of the
ﬁrst ﬂow (b) After the termination of the ﬁrst ﬂow

σr

τr ≤ ψr , ∀r ∈ Q(t);
γ(t) : ωr → R+

Flow 2 : MRR 2 = 2, g 2 = 3.33

on TCP-based transmissions. We are interested here in ﬁnding
a suitable model for this mechanism that enables network
planning and allows for the prediction of the performance of
data transfers in Grid computing.

(5)
(6)

Equation (4) is for opportunistic bandwidth-usage constraints. Equation (5) formulates the ﬁnishing-time constraints.
Equation (6) gives the opportunistic bandwidth solution space.
MAX-REQ : Under the constraints in Equations (1), (2),
and (3), one may maximize the ratio of the number of accepted
requests to that of total requests within a given time interval
T . The objective function, referred to as MAX-REQ, is:

xr
M AXIMIZE

The mechanism guarantees an M RRr of x bits per second
to a ﬂow so that it can meet its deadline. We assume that
the available bottleneck link capacity is equally shared among
the ﬂows sharing the link. For the model, we consider an
ideal case of the sharing of available capacity among existing
ﬂows sharing the link and do not consider the network
conditions which have communication and computation losses
and overheads. Practically, after admission, the ﬂow starts with
its M RRr and gradually increases its rate using a congestion
control scheme [29], [30], [31] in such a way that at any time
its rate does not go below its M RRr .

r ∈ R

RES-UTI: Under the same constraints, one may maximize
the resource-utilization ratio, that is, the ratio of granted
resources to total resources within T . The objective function,
referred to as RES-UTI, is:

xr ∗ M RRr
M AXIMIZE r ∈ R
βφ

where numerator
r ∈ R xr ∗ M RRr is the total bandwidth
that has been assigned to requests.
RES-UTIop: The objective function, referred to as RESUTIop, is:
ψ

γr (t)d(t)
η
r ∈ R xr ∗
|τr −σr |
M AXIMIZE
βφ

νr
r ∈ R xr ∗ |τr −σr |
=
βφ

r
where numerator r ∈ R xr ∗ |τrν−σ
is the total bandwidth
r|
opportunistically used by the accepted requests within time
interval T .

We brieﬂy explain the working of the mechanism. Suppose
we have a bottleneck with βΦr = 10 Gbps. Suppose there are
three ﬂows in the network. Let the M RRr of the ﬁrst, second
and the third ﬂow are 1, 2 and 3 Gbps respectively. There is a
residual capacity of 10−(1+2+3) = 4 Gbps which is equally
divided among the three ﬂows. Which means each ﬂow will
increase its transfer rate by 4/3 Gbps. The transfer rates of the
three ﬂows become 2.33, 3.33 and 4.33 Gbps respectively as
shown in Figure 1. Suppose the ﬁrst ﬂow terminates, it means
now the residual capacity is 10 − (2 + 3) = 5 Gbps which is
equally divided between the second and the third ﬂow due to
residual processor sharing and their transfer rates become 4.5
and 5.5 Gbps respectively as show in Figure 1.
The problem is to ﬁnd the probability that a new reservation
request is rejected or ﬁnd a probability that a new reservation
request ﬁnds N requests in the system, where N is the maximum number of ﬂows in the network. The analytical model
has been developed for the case of immediate reservations
only, which is the most interesting as normally applications
want to start transmission as soon as data is available. Results
for mixed reservation requests — immediate and advance —
were obtained by simulation and presented in [22], [23], [24],
[25].

IV. A NALYTICAL M ODELING
The maximization objectives deﬁned in Section III are met
for a single path by the mechanism described in [22]. That
work describes a CAC mechanism together with rationales of
the path sharing mechanism, based on simpliﬁed assumption
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Cr

A. M/M/1/N-RPS Model

Flow N : g N = M RR N

We model the path as a constant capacity transmission
server with rate βΦr (= C), which services customers (the
requests r) in parallel with a guaranteed minimum rate. Since
there is no practical evidence of service time distribution for
bulk data transfers in Grids, we take Markovian services. It
is a known fact that the formulas to calculate the blocking
probabilities in an M/G/1−P S queuing system is insensitive
to the nature of the services distribution [10]. With Markovian assumptions for arrivals and services, this system is an
M/M/1/N − RP S queue, whose meaning in the Kendall
notation is explained in Table II. The summary of the new
symbols introduced in this section is given in Table III.

b Fr
Flow 3 : g 3 = M R R 3
Flow 2 : g 2 = M R R 2
Flow 1 : g 1 = M R R 1

(a)
Flow N : g N = MRR N +

b Fr

Cr
N

Cr
N
Cr
N
C
Flow 1 : g 1 = M RR 1 + r
N

Flow 3 : g 3 = MRR 3 +

Table II
M/M/1/N − RP S Q UEUE
Symbol
M
M
1
N

Flow 2 : g 2 = MRR 2 +

Meaning
Markovian arrivals
Markovian services
The number of servers is 1.
As there is no queue, the maximum number of ﬂows in
the system is N .
Processor sharing of the remaining capacity Cr .

RPS

(b)

Figure 3. Rates allocation to N ﬂows, θ = N : (a) Without sharing of Cr
(b) With equal sharing of Cr

Table III
S UMMARY OF THE NEW SYMBOLS USED IN MODELING

πN = 
N

λ
μ

n=0

Symbol
λ
μ
V
MRR
d(ψr − σr )
C = βΦr
θ

Meaning
Arrival rate
Service rate
Mean νr
Mean M RRr
Transfer duration of a ﬂow
Bottleneck link capacity
Number of ﬂows in a network at time t

λk =

λ
0

0≤k<N
otherwise

μk =

μ
0

1≤k≤N
otherwise

n

(9)

C
(10)
V
Due to the full system utilization and due to processor
sharing queue and fair sharing of Cr , the system service rate
is constant.
Also we have,
νr
(11)
M RRr =
d
μ=


N=


C
; where M RR = mean M RRr
M RR

(12)

From Equation (12), it is clear that when M RR is allocated
to each of the N ﬂows, we get Cr . Figure 3 shows the
allocation of rates to N ﬂows with and without equal sharing
of Cr .
Cr at t is:

(7)

The death coefﬁcient can be written as:

λ
μ

where,

The problem can be modeled using the birth-death process
of an N state Continuous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) as
shown in Figure 2. Each state from 0 to N represents the
number of ﬂows in the network. There is no queue in the
system due to which a new reservation request is rejected if
there are N ﬂows in the network.
The birth coefﬁcient can be written as:

N

Cr = C − (M RR × θ) , 0 ≤ Cr ≤ C;

(13)

so
 transfer rate of a ﬂow at t becomes
 the effective
M RRr + Cθr .
The expected number of jobs E in the system is given
below. Equation (14) is later used in Section V to calculate
the aggregate TCP throughput.

(8)

Due to processor sharing, the service rate is same. When
there is a less number of ﬂows in the network than the
maximum number of ﬂows, Cr is fairly shared and this
decreases the service times of the existing ﬂows. The blocking
probability of a new reservation request, a well known result,
is:-

E=

N

k=0
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kπk

(14)

l0 = l
0

1

m1 = m

...........

2

m2 = m
Figure 2.

m3 = m


=
πN

N

N

mN = m

mN-1 = m

0.60
Π_N, BP (Analytical) - PS
BP (Simulation) - PS

0.50

Π'_N, BP (Analytical) - Without PS
BP (Simulation) - Without PS
99% CI (Confidence Interval) Lower - PS

0.40

99% CI Upper - PS

BP

99% CI Lower - Without PS
99% CI Upper - Without PS

0.30

0.20

N

N!

n=0

N-1

CTMC of the system

In the non-opportunistic case, Cr is not shared and each
ﬂow transfers at its M RRr . To model this case we can take
N as the maximum number of servers in the system. Each
ﬂow in this case can be served by one server only. Hence
the system can serve at most N ﬂows. The system in this
case is not always fully utilized and Cr is wasted. A new
reservation request is rejected if all N servers all busy. The
blocking/rejection probability of a new reservation request for
this case, also known as Erlang B formula, is obtained from
the M/M/N/N queue and is given below:
λ
μ

lN-1 = l

lN-2 = l

l2 = l

l1 = l

λ
μ

n

, where μ =

1
;
d

0.10

(15)

n!

0.00

In the next section, we compare the analytical results with
the simulations results for both cases i.e., with and without
sharing of Cr . We validate the analytical results and apply the
model to plan the network dimensioning. We use Equation (9)
and Equation (15) to calculate the analytical results with and
without sharing of Cr respectively.

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Traffic intensity

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Figure 4. Blocking probability (Analytical vs. Simulation) with and without
processor sharing (PS)

the simulations as shown in Figure 4. The simulation code is
written in C++. The simulations are run for the same trafﬁc
intensities. For each measurement, we run 10 simulations and
take the average. Each simulation is run for 10,000 ﬂows. The
results in Figure 4 shows that the analytical results match the
simulations.

V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
The objectives of the performance evaluation are:
• Measuring the reduction in the blocking probability of
requests due to the opportunistic sharing of residual
capacity.
• Validating the analytical results through simulations with
and without taking network level details into account.
• Network capacity planning to keep the blocking probability below a certain threshold.
We consider a single bottleneck link conﬁguration. It should
be noted here that our objective is to simulate the online reservation process and not the network conditions. In our earlier
work [22], [23], [24], [25] we have simulated the mechanism
keeping in view the communication and computation losses
and overheads of network as well as the capacity wastage due
to a congestion control protocol. The input parameters of the
experiments are given in Table IV. We take λ = 0.25 for all
cases.

B. Network Capacity Planning
In another experiment, we take the same trafﬁc volumes per
second as was used in the previous experiment and calculate
the Minimum Required Capacity (MRC) of the link such that
BP is less than a certain threshold. Algorithm 1 for the capacity
planning is given below. The results of this experiment are
shown in Figure 5.
C. Validation Through ns-2 Simulations Taking into Account
Network Level Details
Finally, we validate the analytical model taking the network
conditions into account. To estimate TCP throughput, we use
Equation (14) to calculate the expected number of jobs E in the
system which is used in a formula [32] to estimate aggregate
throughput x(E) of E connections sharing a bottleneck link of
ﬁxed capacity C as given below.

A. Opportunistic vs. Non-opportunistic and Validation
Figure 4 shows that BP of requests in the case of processor
sharing is signiﬁcantly less than the case in which no processor
sharing is used. The analytical results have been validated by
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Table IV
I NPUTS OF THE E XPERIMENT
Measurement Nr. −− >
V (in Mega Bits)
MRR (in Mbps)
λ
Trafﬁc intensity ρ = μ

1
1600
32
0.4

2
2400
48
0.6

3
3200
64
0.8

Algorithm 1 Capacity planning
Procedure MinimumRequiredCapacity
Inputs: V, C, MRR, λ, Threshold
probability:BPT hresh
Output: Minimum Required Capacity:MRC

of

overall

blocking

MRC (BP Threshold = 0.08)

1600

MRC (BP Threshold = 0.12)

MRC (Mbps)

7
6400
128
1.6

8
7200
144
1.8

=1
C = C
E=1
while > 0.01 do
E = E
Generate CT M C(C  ) of the system
Calculate E using Equation (14)
Calculate BP using Equation (9)
Compute x(E) using Equation (16)
C  = C  × x(E)
= ABS(E − E  )/E
end while
End Procedure

MRC (BP Threshold = 0.16)

1400

6
5600
112
1.4

Procedure BP Estimation for TCP
Inputs: V, C, MRR, λ
Output: BP

MRC (BP Threshold = 0.04)

1800

5
4800
96
1.2

Algorithm 2 Estimation of blocking probability of the mechanism combined with TCP

C=0
BP = 1
while BP ≥ BPT hresh do
C =C +1
Generate the CTMC(C) of the system
Calculate arrival λ and service μ rates
Calculate BP using Equation (9)
end while
M RC = C
End Procedure

2000

4
4000
80
1.0

0.60

MRC (BP Threshold = 0.20)
1200

BP (Analytical) - PS

0.50

BP (TCP) - PS

1000

90% CI lower

0.40

800

90% CI upper

BP

600

0.30

400
0.20

200
0
400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

1600

1800

0.10

Mean traffic volume per second (Mbps)
0.00

Figure 5.

0.4

Network capacity planning

0.6

1
1 + 3E

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

Traffic intensity

Figure 6.


x(E) = C 1 −

0.8

Estimation of BP in an actual system


(16)
average of them. Each simulation is run for 100 ﬂows. The
90 percent conﬁdence interval curves are plotted along with
the simulation curve. The blocking probabilities are shown in
Figure 6.

Algorithm 2 estimates BP when the mechanism is combined
with standard TCP.
To validate, we run ns-2 simulations using the same trafﬁc
loads (intensities) by combining the mechanism with standard
TCP. A single bottleneck link dumbbell network conﬁguration
is used for the simulations using ns-2. The bottleneck capacity
is 1 Gbps and the bottleneck delay is set to 50ms. Drop
Tail routers are used. The buffer size of the bottleneck link
is set to 100 percent of the Bandwidth-Delay product. The
packet size is set to 1500 bytes. The capacity of side links
is 10 Gbps and the delay of each side link is set to 2 ms.
For each measurement, we run 10 simulations and take the

The results show remarkably good coherence even under
heavy loads. The analytical curve for TCP is not smooth due
to rounding of C’ and also due to using an approximation
of the TCP throughput. The simulation curve shows that
BP obtained from simulation is generally more than the
analytically calculated BP for higher trafﬁc intensities. When
trafﬁc intensity increases TCP performance deteriorates and
consequently BP increases.
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In this paper, we have used the M/M/1/N − RP S processor sharing queue with exponential arrivals and services. We
have applied the model to calculate the blocking probability of
requests, which yields quite accurate results as validated by the
simulations. The results show that the opportunistic capacity
utilization reduces the blocking probability of requests by a
signiﬁcant factor. The objectives given in Section III are met
through opportunistic capacity sharing.
We have also shown that given the mean volume of requests
per second, the model can be used to calculate the capacity of
a link in order to have the blocking probability of requests
below a certain threshold. The information is useful for
a Grid network provider because over-dimensioning wastes
precious bandwidth resources, while under-dimensioning generally leads to less satisfactory QoS perceived by Grid user.
The ns-2 simulations were performed to check whether the
model ﬁts reality. We have seen that real rate-control methods
like standard TCP combined with the CAC mechanism appear
to provide a good approximation of the model, which shows
that the model is representative of actual system behavior.
The results are encouraging to extend the modeling to
a multi-service environment having classes of ﬂows with
heterogenous rate requirements. This point will be addressed
in a further study.
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